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(stimulated) to achieve compliance. Internal source of incentive
(or self-reinforcement) relies on
invoking desired behavioral pat-
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Research question :
•

To what extent and under what conditions can
promotion of human rights in post-Soviet states
be successful?
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Building upon both constructivist and rationalist
international relations theories I develop a theoretical account for instruments and set of scope
conditions under which these are more likely to
be effective. I propose a two-by-two approach,
present four main instruments and develop conditional hypotheses.
The dimension of external enforcement and selfreinforcement is introduced in order to

External enforcement

Self-reinforcement

differentiate between the sources of

Highintensity

Coercive enforcement
negaHve measures
(sanc6ons, threat)

Assistance
posiHve measure
(technical assistance,
ﬁnancial assistance)

Lowintensity

Persuasion
shaming, dialogue
(blaming, HR dialogue)

Socializa on/diﬀusion
involvement, exchange
(coopera6on, exchange)

impetus to presupposedly comply with
every mechanism. Instruments differ on
the basis of whether
states are externally
forced or nudged

MODEL OF
GOVERNANCE

Time-series cross-section data
collected on twelve post-Soviet
states over twenty years (1992-2011);
•

•

Dynamic panel model with lagged independent
variables.

Quantitative analysis is complemented by qualitative analysis of two individual states using the process-tracing method.
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The results show that the EU foreign policy instruments applied to promote human rights might
cause both positive and negative effects.
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tions under which they are likely
to be effective, are tested using
quantitative approach :

Nobel Lecture by the European Union, Herman

Oslo, 10 December 2012.
security and development in its
neighbourhood. Informed by the
belief that sustainable peace, development and
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Assistance is more likely to trigger positive do-

mestic change when:
•
State capacity is high;
•
Political cooperation is more institutionalized.
Coercive enforcement is associated with positive

change when:
•
Regional competing powers are absent;
•
Competing interests of the EU are absent.
Persuasion and socialization are more likely to

trigger positive outcome when:
•
European identity is present;
•
Earlier adhered to human rights norms;
•
Neighbouring states adopted the norms.
The EU foreign policy instruments might have
negative effects in cases of:
•
Low state capacity;
•
Vaguely institutionalized political cooperation;
•
Present competing interests.
•
Present alternative regional powers.
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